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Introduction

A survey of race and skin tone as depicted in medical textbooks suggests that conditions in dark skin are underrepresented. These materials often consider White skin to be the normative, which may delay diagnoses and increase morbidity and mortality for darker skinned Black, Latinx (gender-neutral term referring to people with heritage in Latin America), Asian, and indigenous patients, who compose 40% of the US population. Medicine requires training across a range of specialties and skin phenotypes to care for an increasingly diverse population.

The UWorld Step 2 Clinical Knowledge (CK) Question Bank (QBank) leads among study tools for medical students preparing for the second US Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE). Students often use UWorld after completing their preclinical and clinical training, reinforcing knowledge acquired both in the classroom and on the wards to aid diagnoses and management. Although medical curricula vary widely, preparation for individuals seeking their preferred residencies in the US often converges on QBanks. Skewed representation of skin phenotypes in UWorld thereby risks development of biases during a critical moment in medical education. In this analysis of skin phenotype, we hypothesized that darker skin is underrepresented in images from the UWorld Step 2 CK QBank.

Methods

We examined 3537 questions in the UWorld Step 2 CK QBank between May 28 and August 11, 2020, recording and describing 1251 photographs or illustrations of human skin. Two of us serving as coders (J.P.C. and R.J.) independently classified these images by skin tone, collapsing the 11-point Project on Ethnicity and Race in Latin America skin color palette into light (1-4), medium (5-6), and dark (7+) categories (κ = 0.96); the coders resolved disagreements through discussion. We further categorized these images using the organization provided by UWorld and denoted images depicting any of 36 characteristic dermatologic findings. We used χ2 analyses to test differences among image types and systems by skin phenotype (α < .05 threshold of significance) and Poisson logistic regression to analyze variation in counts of images of hallmark dermatologic findings by skin phenotype. Testing was 2-tailed and unpaired. We entered data into Google sheets (Google LLC) and completed analyses in RStudio, version 1.1.463 (RStudio PBC). The Yale University Institutional Review Board determined this study did not constitute human subjects research. This study followed the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) reporting guideline.

Results

In 1251 illustrations or photographs of human skin, light (n = 1127) outnumbered medium (n = 47) and dark (n = 47) skin phenotypes; the ratio of light to darker skin phenotypes was 12 to 1. Darker skin appeared significantly less commonly among illustrations (n = 18) compared with photographs (n = 100) (P < .001). Dermatology demonstrated the greatest representation of darker skin phenotypes at 17.8%; no other system surpassed 15% (Figure, C).
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Characteristic dermatologic findings were presented significantly less often in medium (n = 18) and dark (n = 17) skin compared with light skin (n = 213) (P < .001) (Figure, D). At least 1 image of light skin depicted each of the 32 characteristic findings that appeared in the QBank. No skin cancers were shown in darker skin.

Discussion

Our findings suggest that darker skin phenotypes are underrepresented in the UWorld Step 2 QBank, a popular study tool for medical students seeking US residencies. UWorld contributors across multiple specialties should broaden representation of diverse skin phenotypes through both patient photographs and designer illustrations to ensure that clinicians are able to identify pathologic traits in darker-skinned patients. In addition, demonstration of skin cancers across a range of phenotypes may improve treatment prognosis. Our study could not assess for updates made to the QBank following the conclusion of the capture period or draw conclusions regarding the US Medical Licensing Examination Step 2 CK. Nevertheless, our analysis suggests that increasing representation
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of varied skin tones in medical training materials may mitigate health disparities rather than reproduce them. Partnership with the Skin of Color Society, Brown Skin Matters, and Mind the Gap organizations may support these efforts.
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